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Daily Egyptian Staff
German Consul Officer to Give Speech at Center at 8 Tonight

German consul officer will give speech at Center at 8 tonight.

Summer Institute to Invite 2 More Specialists Here

The attache for economic information in the general's office in Chicago will give a public speech at 8 tonight at Ballroom A of the University Center. He is Karl Leuteritz, a specialist in German economics.

Leuteritz will arrive on campus at noon and before his 8 o'clock speech tonight will talk in German to the 40 members of the summer German Institute, which is organizing intensive work in the language with background knowledge on German life.

Helmut Liedloff, director of the German Institute, was sorting Leuteritz's visit here, said the attache will be available for appointments while he is at SIU. They may be arranged in Leuteritz's office, telephone 2094.

Leuteritz will visit other Southern Illinois community institutions Thursday.

Liedloff said the German economist is one of three specialists scheduled to speak to participants in the institute's summer program this summer.

The E. Fugase, a professor at Kalamaoo College, will be here Friday and Saturday to talk to the students of German. He was supervisor of the German Institute "Junior Year in Europe" program last year.

Fugase, who teaches German, will describe the changes of the past 10 years in German and said he will be in German.

Herbert L. Kuenzer, a professor at Cornell University, will discuss the "German Family" as an instructive topic. He will speak at 8 p.m. Tuesday, July 21, in the Economics Lounge. His emphasis will be on cultural patterns. He will also speak German.

Schoerder Will Be Honored At Retirement Dinner Aug 1

J. Henry Schroeder, professor in the School of Engineering, will be honored at a dinner Aug. 1, marking his retirement after 41 years of service.

Schroeder, whose retirement will be effective Sept. 1, is an SIU graduate who began his teaching career in 1917 in the rural schools of Clay County, Ill. He taught for 29 years before joining the SIU faculty in 1942.

An undergraduate at Southern, Prof. Schroeder was a member of the agronomy football team as well as president of the American Literary Society and the Forum Debating Institute.

Schoerder received a master's degree from the University of Illinois and an honorary doctorate from the University of Missouri.

Schroeder served as chair-
Dinner to Honor Prof. Schroeder  
(Continued from Page 1) projects to supplement the department's curriculum.

He has served on a wide variety of faculty and student committees, including a post as director and supervisor of a World War II War Production Training Program. He also served as a student adviser throughout most of his teaching career. The Aug. 1 dinner, scheduled for 6:30 p.m., in Southern's University Center Ballroom, is open to all friends of Prof. and Mrs. Schroeder. It is sponsored by the SIU School of Technology, through which advance reservations should be made no later than Friday.
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College Life Sampled

142 Attend Communication Workshops

One-hundred forty-two prep students with interests in journalism, photography, speech and theater are getting a sampling of collegiate life before high school graduation. They are attending the annual High School Summer Workshops in Communications being held July 5 to Aug. 1 at SIU. The students have completed their sophomore or junior year in high school.

University faculty members are conducting the four workshops. Directors are Charles Zeoctker in theater, William Forroh in photography, W. Manton Rice in journalism and Marvin Klein in speech. Also assisting in the programs are Gary Shriver, voice and direction director, Robert Bremner, director of recreation, and Jay Grabbe, director of social events.

The workshops are designed to accelerate the personal interests of the students in fields of communication and to help them improve their "school" activities in school publications, debate, dramatics and discussion. The students are housed for the four weeks in the Thompson Point residence halls and in Woody Hall.

THE JOURNALISM DIVISION WORKSHOPS AT SIU.

Students, who reside in 10 states from California and Oregon to Virginia, are:

THEATER DIVISION

Joan Wheeler, Aurburg, Douglass, Breastnecle; Ann Hamilton, Brimfield; Jan Wilson, Cairo; Ken Whicker, Carbondale; Jonchey Jonson, Caseyville; and Dorothy Manley, Chicago. Richard Abbatto, Elwood Park; Sandra Thomas, Scott AFIB; and Steven Rubin, Granite.

Out of-state students attending are: Jacquey Chamberlain, Oakland, Calif.; and Linda Storm, St. Louis, Mo.

PHOTOGRAPHY DIVISION

Bob Burdock, Cabokita; Henry Nicolai and Ward Carden, Carbondale; Mike Gittel, Douglas Hartmann, Robert Kron Jr., Robert Vanier and Mark Washburn, Collinsville.

Paul Bangerter, Dieterich; Kathy Funk, Freeborn; Kent Strom, Richmond.

Out of-state students attending include Kenneth Ogle, Standish, Mich.; Patricia Bowling, St. Louis, Mo.; and Hugo Tessonour, Topeka, Kan.

SPEECH DIVISION

Carol Barre and Joy Juarez, Belleville; Carolyn Grune, Bollwood; Jerrill Hardway, Cairo; Danice Kay Bonda, LaVera Childress, Kenneth Wayne Davis, Karen Denni, Dan W. Gurnan, Bob Hinck, Patricia Ann Reinhart, Ronald J. Waikutalski, and Robert A. Wilson, Carbondale.

Ned Schmidt, Carlyle; Constance Bartoli, Cherry; Henry Tkachuk, Chicago Ridge; Joyce Baldwin, East Moline; Keith Muller, East Peoria; Harold Hard III, Hartford; Clifford Bureno, Highland Park; and David Vandenberghe, Kewanee.

Gone: Balof and Dick Montgomery, Lincoln; Arthur Varagi, Lincolnwood; Wayne Schmidt, Sanitas; David Hien and Brian Taylor, Pekin; John Turrill, Peoria; Ken Cuyler and William Gasa, Rock Island; Patricia, Babler; Stephen W. Jones, Jeanie Newlands, and Kenneth Watson, Scott AFIB.

Irene Barro, Robert Eusten and Mary Naydi, Spring Valley; and Thomas Dreyer, Steelville.

JOURNALISM DIVISION

Margaret Leonhard, Belvidere; Virginia Biales, Blue Island; Harold Simpson, Blue Island; Dennise Watkins, Cairo; Betty Cheaney, Clay Center; Jo Dougherty, Pamela Sue Scott, Carbondale; Julia Payne, Barbara Schaeffer and Virginia Biales; Jean Hamit and Connie Gorsey, Carbondale; Kathleen McVeary, Chicago; Jill Joab and Lynn Wymon, Collinsville形 photography, Lacrosseville; Gary Blackburn and John Helms, Effingham; William Marion, Edmorwood; Bill Meigs, Illinois; Jay Merkle and Barbara Hurley, Effingham; Ed George and George Boston, Effingham; William Marion, Edmorwood; Peggy Pearce, Ellmhurst; Janice Felix, Fairfield; Mimi Sanderfer, Greeneville; Karen Oikoski, Hurry; Kay Boobas, Lincolnwood; Darlene Aok, E. Koenig, Shirley Petauer, Jollet; Ling: Tony Grundy, Mary Beth Pechous, Lilo; Susan Freeman, Mattson; Wilberth Nelson, Carbondale; Janice Sharon Gurnan, Mel­

Newlands and Kenneth Wat­

rn. and David Vanden­

gher, Kewanee.

Elizabeth Ann Carrell, Carrollton, Mich.; Elizabeth Ann Burnstine, Highland Park; Trinka Cline, O'Fallon; Polly Sue Holts, Nurses; Rebecca Jo Johnson, Newton; Ann Talbot, Romeoville; Bill Carroll, Pocahontas, Ark; Gail Ann Surnen, Penns­

SPEECH DIVISION

Bill Carroll, Pocahontas, Ark.; Gail Ann Surnen, Penns­
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SIU to Join in Exhibit At 1964 State Fair

SIU will join the five other Southern Illinois universities this year in a joint exhibit at the 1964 State Fair. The exhibit, built around the forthcoming report of the State Board of Higher Education to the State Legislature, will be made up of three basic panels.

The first panel at the entrance will feature a projected slide of the six schools. There will also be six telephones, each with a recorded message from one of the universities. "The messages will be about one-minute long and deal with the enrollment increases at the six schools," said a man for Are. Services.

Another panel will show various attractions of the six schools as well as projected enrollments through 1975. The third panel will present questions and answers about each school.

The exhibit will also feature a report of the Higher Board. Rose Bowl Football Team will make personal appearances at the exhibit daily. They are "Elephant Walk" Set For 9 p.m. Tonight

Elizabeth Taylor and Dana Andrews star in "Elephant Walk." The film and elephant stampedes in Ceylon, to be shown at 9 p.m. today in McAndrew Stadium.

The Southern Players open the musical comedy "Where's Charley?" at 8 p.m. in Southern Playhouse.

Rose Padgett, associate professor of clothing and textiles, will speak on "Making Your Own Clothing" at Kewanee College at 8 p.m. today in the basement of Building 28 of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

A ping pong tournament starts at 7 p.m. today in Ohio-Olympic Room, sponsored by the Summer Steering Committee.

The Young Republicans meet at 7 p.m. today in Room 2 of the University Center. The Summer Steering Committee will hold a meeting on the Student World Conference at 9 a.m. today in Room F of the University Center.

The Speaker Club meets at 8 p.m. today in the Oasis and invites those interested to attend.

String Quartet, Iturbi Perform In Televised Concert Tonight

Festival of the Performing Arts will feature the Coolidge String Quartet and Jose Iturbi at 8:30 p.m. today over WSIU-TV.


Radio Talk Planned on European Unity

"France and Western European Unity" will be featured in tonight's World Affairs Institute at 7:30 p.m. over WSIU Radio.

Other highlights:

10:30 a.m. Pop Concert.
2:30 p.m. This is Canada: A song history of Canada.
2:45 p.m. Tales of the Red Man: The gifts of fire and corn.
6 p.m. Music in the Air.
7 p.m. Political Leadership: Native American demography.
8:30 p.m. Concert: Bach, "Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue," "Canzona No. 67," and "Brandenburg Concerto No. 6." Handel, "Concerto Grosso No. 10." "Oh, Sleep, Why Doest Thou Leave Me?"

SCHOLARLY PERCH - Perched on the ledge of a window in Old Main, this unidentified student is obviously seeking not only knowledge but a breeze as well. It is one of the more unusual spots students find to study and remain comfortable at the same time during the long, hot summer.

( Photo by Randy Clark)
NEW YORK -- President Johnson entered the race riot picture in Harlem Tuesday with a call for a full FBI investigation of the violence which claimed one life and brought injury to more than 100.

The President said in Washing­ton that "violence and law­lessness cannot, must not and will not be tolerated."

Johnson said he testified act­
ing Mayor Paul Scovento that "Cuba si, Russia no."

Grant Cuban Exiles
WASHINGTON -- Thousands of Cuban exiles, chanted "Cuba si, Russia no," fought Tuesday with police trying to keep them from demonstrating in front of the Pan American Union building in a demand for action against the Fidel Castro dictatorship.

Representatives of 20 American republics were meeting in the building con­sidering the question of sanctions against the Havana government because of its at­ttempt to overthrow the government of Venezuela.
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State's Efforts on Race Front Praised by Federal Visitors

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. -- An
Association of United States rights task group said Tues­day they were "very greatly impressed" with efforts of Gov. Otto Kerner and other Illinois officials in the field of race relations.

Former Florida Gov. Leroy Collins, U.S. Secretary of Commerce Luther Hodges and Sen. Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts held a news conference after conferencing with Kerner about an hour.

Dirksen Opposes Change in Rules

WASHINGTON -- A reso­lution to change Senate rules as a result of the Bobby Baker case was described by Rep­publican Leader Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois Tuesday as a "nuisance resolution."

"I do not suppose Mr. Baker would oppose the resolution which would require senators and Senate employees to make their financial interests.

"In fact, I would be afraid he would support it."

Dirksen said newsmen, a Senate page boy from Pittsfield, S. C., Baker case reported Monday night on a lesser scale than before, 

Since the rioting started Saturday night, a total of 157 persons have been arrested, 53 policemen injured, and 70 other persons seriously hurt, one Negro killed and 87 stores damaged, police said.

Collins was recently named by President Johnson to be director of the Community Relations Service Commis­sion established by the Civil Rights Law.

"We want to compliment Gov. Kerner for his leadership in the field of civil rights," Collins said. "Recent violence has highlighted the fact that we think there has been a major job to be done."

Among the states visited earlier by Collins were Vir­ginia, North Carolina, Indiana, Kentucky, Georgia and Tennessee.

Collins praised work of Illi­nois Fair Employment Practices Commission, its human relations commission, and local bi-racial com­missions on human relations.

"This is one of the finest reports we've heard," Collins said.

Hodges said the group is visiting states because there is "not enough understanding on the part of various states" about the Civil Rights Act.

"We came with no sugges­tions or no program," Hodges added.

Collins said the commis­sion hoped to have about 500 permanent employees and a budget of about $1 million.

Three Federal Judges to Rule
On Controversial Rights Act

ATLANTA, Ga. -- Rulings on the constitutionality of the controversial Civil Rights Act of 1964 will be made by a three-judge federal court.

Presiding Judge Elbert P. Tuttle of the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said Monday that the earliest time the rulings can be given in the two model cases is today. A de­lay would result in indefinite delay because the judges will be up for re-election in November.

In one case, an Atlanta re­sortant owner contends that the public accommodations section of the 85-year-old law is illegal and that it does not cover his establishment anyway.

The court completed hearing this case Monday.

In the second case, a case-hearing of which ended Friday-concerns an Atlanta motel owner who wants to enplain the govern­ment from enforcing the civil rights law. The government has filed a counter suit to force the owner to comply.

Turtle and District Judges Frank Clark and William G. Morgan are sharing the bench for the tests of the law. Their decision is to be appealed directly to the U. S. Supreme Court.

The suit against Lester Madison of this segregationist restaurant owner was brought by three Negroes who were turned away from the restaurant's establishment July 3-4, the day it opened. Madison ignored the civil rights law.

The Negroes want an injunc­tion against Madison pro­hibiting him from refusing to serve Negroes. Madden con­tends that the law is constitu­tional and, in any case, his restaurant does not come under the interstate com­merce clause which forms the basis for the court's powers in the public accommodations section.
Javits Won't Give Goldwater Support

NEW YORK (AP)—Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., said Tuesday he would not support Sen. Barry Goldwater, the Republican nominee for president, because he "is not the party." Javits told a news conference, "I will remain a Republican, but I urge all Republicans to remain in the party. We must not surrender our party for all time to the ultra-conservative forces."

Javits had supported Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller for the GOP presidential nomination.

Javits said that neither he would support President Johnson, who is slated for nomination by the Democrats.

New York's other Republican senator, Kenneth B. Keating, indicated before the Republican convention last week in San Francisco that he would run as an independent.

Sen. Keating Withholds OK Of Goldwater

WASHINGTON (AP)—Sen. Kenneth B. Keating, R-N.Y., said Tuesday he could not support Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona for the presidency at "this time" but expressed hope he could do so later.

At a news conference, Keating took a position similar to that taken earlier in the day by Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.

Both Keating and Javits opposed Goldwater's nomination as last week's Republican National Convention.

Keating said he didn't want to lay down dogmatic conditions for his possible later support of Goldwater but said the Arizona conservative should disassociate himself from all extremist groups "like the John Birch Society."

Keating said he would examine Goldwater's legislative record on human and foreign affairs closely during the remaining days of the 88th Congress.

Asked whether he might vote for President Johnson this fall, Keating said, "I don't want to talk about voting at this time."

Rep. Miller Invites Support of Anyone

Rocking Platform

OLCOTT, N.Y. (AP)—Republican vice presidential nominee William E. Miller has put aside politics for a week-long rest with his family on the shores of Lake Ontario.

But before going he told reporters that his party would accept the support of anyone "who believes in and accepts the GOP platform adopted in San Francisco."

The 69-year-old congressman made the statement during a stopover in Chicago while flying East to his summer home. He came in response to a question whether he and Sen. Barry Goldwater would accept the support of Gov. George Wallace of Alabama.

Asking whether he would meet with Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New York, Miller said he had no specific plans but that it is possible they would meet.

Goldwater Fears More Race Riots

WASHINGTON (AP)—Sen. Barry Goldwater said Tuesday that the racial disorders that have torn New York's Harlem district are "something I've been afraid of."

And he said other big cities of the North-Chicago, Detroit and Philadelphia among them—are headed for trouble, too, "if they can't control these crowds on both sides of the fence."

"Tensions are tight already," the senator said.

Goldwater said he plans to propose a meeting of Republican leaders—among them former President Dwight D. Eisenhower, former Vice President Richard M. Nixon, and Gov. William W. Scranton of Pennsylvania and Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York.

The senator said he doesn't know when that session might be held.

Goldwater was welcomed back to Washington first by Senate Republican leader Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois, the man who put his name in nomination.

Dirksen told reporters the Arizona conservative will have a major role as a Republican policy-maker in the Senate.
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Harsh Struggle of Ecuadorian Villagers Depicted

Icaza's literary style is a rich tapestry of morals and an unresolved problem of "honor at stake," Facundo Quisana, a chol, the sheriff "who knew the Indian's laziness and brazenness and how to play them to the hilt with the whip, the club and the bullet," Andres Chilipungu, the Indian serf resolved to accept any state of affairs, so long as he had his huasipungo (small lot for a plot and land to cultivate food for his sustenance).

The novel opens when Don Jacinto Quintana, a man on an estate to prepare for the construction of a road and eventual exploitation of the natural resources, and to save face from the society of Quito, gathers his cholas, his young pregnant daughter, his uncle, to remove the idea of his family living as absentee landlords, and to offer testimonies to subhuman existences of those hating the finale of social reform and

Reviewed by

Reynaldo Aya

Latin American Institute

of incredible deconquests of society

Icaza accomplishes his objectives very well. Nonetheless, he is left with his fellow Ecuadorians, of not telling the truth and of bad habits in order to accomplish his literary ends. He is completely oblivious to the world of using the realities of Ecuadorian rural society as a mirror to change the lives of its accusers who do not understand this reality. He only paints this picture clearly rarely for a better understanding of society as a habitat in the process of change.

Icaza's work has been compared with that of North Latin American writers, such as John Steinbeck (Grapes of Wrath) and Mariano Azuela (Cien aguas de la anarchía, Mexican Revolution)." The reviewer finds some similarity between Icaza's subject and Steinbeck's claims of the desire for the destros and human inspirations of their characters. The two writers seem to be searching for a new social, political and economic condition, in a fast-moving dialogue using the same social attitudes and characters. These are land­lords, cholas (halfbreeds of Ecuadorians and Indians), aegir (blacks), and Indians. Wide use of dialect and vocabulary is made but a glossary is included for the reader's aid. The book is written in the third person, real, and leave a bitter taste.

The plot of the novel is simple. It is about the relationships between the three cultural and ethnic groups, who for generations have lived in a constant friction.

The three main characters are represented by the landlord, Alfonso Pereira, an individual who is a functioning man of morals and an unresolved problem of "honor at stake," Facundo Quisana, a chol, the sheriff "who knew the Indian's laziness and brazenness and how to play them to the hilt with the whip, the club and the bullet," Andres Chilipungu, the Indian serf resolved to accept any state of affairs, so long as he had his huasipungo (small lot for a plot and land to cultivate food for his sustenance).

The novel opens when Don Jacinto Quintana, a man on an estate to prepare for the construction of a road and eventual exploitation of the natural resources, and to save face from the society of Quito, gathers his cholas, his young pregnant daughter, his uncle, to remove the idea of his family living as absentee landlords, and to offer testimonies to subhuman existences of those hating the finale of social reform and

Historian casts a cold eye on Adenauer

Adenauer: A Critical Biography


Political biographies are usually among the highly readable. The more so when they are dubbed "critical." When a proper criticism concerning public outstanding person as Konrad Adenauer, his cumulative appeal is such that Adenauer has been called the greatest German statesman since Bismarck by no less a statesman as an institution must change. A truly critical evaluation would be to set Adenauer against all relevant historicity. A truly critical evaluation would be to set Adenauer against all relevant historicity. A truly critical evaluation would be to set Adenauer against all relevant historicity.

When the "Chancellor of the Vanished" took over the German Weimar Republic in 1949, he faced a formidable challenge of rebuilding a physically devastated and morally bankrupt nation. In a matter of a few years, however, the nation that could easily have become an international pariah rejoined the councils of the world, the people that would have stayed hungry were it not for his good intentions.

Despite his monumental achievements, some may feel that these are his own-Adenauer today has more than a name's share of critics. Controversy abounds regarding him and his policies. Adenauer's era has come under increasing critical review, and the myth surrounding him has begun to fall apart. Author Wighton is yet another in a long line of critics that try to debunk the Adenauer Myth. There are three main goals in the book. The first is to expose the myth, our only German Chancellor in history who has preferred the unity of Europe to the unity of the Reich.

Now as it may seem, however, the European unity for which the chancellor would work so long actually resulted in a division of Europe. This is the second thesis. The Little Europe of the Six is in reality a facade for the Illusion, an alliance of Roman Catholic nations dreaming of a neo-Holy Roman Empire. Third and most important, Adenauer the chauvinist autocrat succeeded in setting up a one-man rule and failed to foster the tender plant of democracy. Through the combination of factors-the constitutional provision that a majority vote of no confidence should be accompanied by the selection of a successor, the number of powerful offices that he held, his own authoritarian personality, etc.-Adenauer could not have been more safely disregarded by the normally accepted procedure of parliamentary government. In fact, some of the major decisions were made without either the cabinet or the parliament. In many respects, it was as if the most pungent passages in the book, the author observes that

KONRAD ADENAUER

thus on German political mentality:

In the 20th century, generation after generation of Germans have been taught the supreme Teutonic doctrine of D. Oberrecht, that authority is the only social order that can be obeyed. That is the fundamental political premise of German life, whatever the intrinsically political system by which it may be administered. . . . But with all their basic univocality as the shock of unconditional surrender wore off, they now feel they must again obey autocratic authority, albeit a democratic authority."

"Adenauer: A Critical Biography" is a superbly well-written book that will suffice for the general reader and a student. The author seems to mean a viewpoint of prejudice more than an academicyic deliberative objective. A case in point is his exaggeration of Adenauer's Anglophobia, a theme carried by the editorship of Dr. J. Cary, a Chaucerian and department of Foreign Languages at Southern. The other work is "Poems of Gabriel, The Other World" by John Turner, Dept. of Foreign Language and Foreign Languages at Southern.
The SIU Bowler
Displays His Form
In Various Ways
At Center's Lanes.
He Sights Pins,
Takes His Aim,
Raises the Ball,
Starts His Steps and
Makes His Approach.
His Arm Swings Back
In a Graceful Arc;
The Bowler Moves Ahead,
His Arm Swings Down,
He Releases the Ball.

In the Process
He Assumes Forms
Of Varied Stances.
‘Body English,’
Some Call Them.
Or He Screeches
To Sudden Stops
To Miss the Foul Line.
His Eye Keeps Track
Of the Rolling Ball;
He ‘Talks’ It Over
Toward the Pocket
To Rack up a Strike
Or Pick up a Spare.
Saluki Cagers to Confront Tough Opponents
In Rejuvenated Schedule for '64-'65 Season

A rejuvenated basketball schedule, including games with nine new opponents and five more home dates, awaits the Salukis this season when they return to their new 10,000 seat Arena home, Approved this week by Southern Illinois University trustees and released by Athletic Director Donald R. Lane, the 1964-65 game program features 13 home games including contests with Oklahoma State, Toledo, San Francisco State, Evansville, Ohio State, North Dakota State, Tennessee State, and State College of Iowa.

Opening at home with games against Oklahoma State and North Dakota State on consecutive nights, Coach Jack Hurrman's cagers will be performing in the Arena on two other occasions in December, three times in January and six times in February as they complete the regular season slate with their annual tourney at the Chicago Coliseum in late March.

Food for hunting small game has been separated to reduce hunting accidents. Last year, with a common opening more than 450,000 hunters took to the fields and numerous hunting accidents occurred.

Intramural Softball
Has Ties for First
All three divisions of the intramural softball league had first-place deadlocks at the start of this week's competition.

Grinnell to Speak
Tonight on Poetry
John E. Grinnell, vice president for operations, will give the Plan "A" weekly lecture at 7 p.m. today at the Plan "A" House. His subject will be "Words and Poets".

Members of the Department of English and Grinnell's former students are invited to attend the lecture. Visitors are also welcome.
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